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ABSTRACT
Low mass X-ray binaries exhibit ionized emission from an extended disk atmosphere that surrounds the accretion disk. However, its
nature and geometry is still unclear. In this work we present a spectral analysis of the extended atmosphere of EXO 0748-676 using
high-resolution spectra from archival XMM-Newton observations. We model the RGS spectrum that is obtained during the eclipses.
This enables us to model the emission lines that come only from the extended atmosphere of the source, and study its physical
structure and properties. The RGS spectrum reveals a series of emission lines consistent with transitions of O viii,O vii,Ne ix and
N vii. We perform both Gaussian line fitting and photoionization modelling. Our results suggest that there are two photoionization
gas components, out of pressure equilibrium with respect to each other. One with ionization parameter of log ξ ∼ 2.5 and a large
opening angle, and one with log ξ ∼ 1.3. The second component is possibly covering a smaller fraction of the source. From the
density diagnostics of the O vii triplet using photoionization modelling, we detect a rather high density plasma of > 1013 cm−3 for the
lower ionization component. This latter component also displays an inflow velocity. We propose a scenario where the high ionization
component constitutes an extended upper atmosphere of the accretion disk. The lower ionization component may instead be a clumpy
gas created from the impact of the accretion stream with the disk.
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1. Introduction
Low mass X-ray binaries display remarkable physical phenom-
ena such as accretion, winds, plasma heating, time variability
and magnetic fields. An accretion disk of an X-ray irradiating
plasma encircles the central compact source of the system. Some
of these systems present a thickened accretion disk with mate-
rial that extends above the disk midplane, the so-called accretion
disk corona (ADC or hereafter extended disk atmosphere). The
nature and exact geometry of this extended atmosphere is not yet
fully understood.
To this end, different theoretical models predict the existence
of a disk atmosphere. White & Holt (1982) studied the accre-
tion disk corona and predicted that it is probably generated by
evaporation of hot material from the surface of the accretion
disc. Later on, Miller et al. (2000) with magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) models showed that an initially weak magnetic field in
the core of the disk can be amplified by MHD turbulence driven
by magnetorotational instabilities. This field rises out of the disk
through buoyancy, creating a magnetised heated corona above
the disk at 2-5 scale heights and a corona temperature of ∼ 108
K. Jimenez-Garate et al. (2002) modelled both the accretion
disk atmosphere and the corona, photoionized by a central X-ray
source. They found that the vertical scale height of the accretion
disk atmosphere is enlarged by illumination heating. In this case
the atmosphere is orders of magnitude less dense than the disk
itself.
Observational studies have also revealed the existence of
an extended atmosphere for a number of sources. Using high-
resolution X-ray spectroscopy it is possible to identify emis-
sion and absorption lines within the disk plasma and around it.
Cottam et al. (2001) studied the XMM-Newton RGS spectrum
of EXO 0748-676 and found emission and absorption features
(O viii, O vii, Ne ix, N vii) from an extended, oblate structure
above the accretion disk. Further, Jimenez-Garate et al. (2003)
examined the Chandra spectrum of the same source, and found
photoionized plasma located above the disk midplane. Also in-
sights have been gained from the spectrum of other accretion
disk corona (ADC) sources. 4U 1822-37 (Cottam et al. 2001),
2S 0921-63 (Kallman et al. 2003) and Hercules X-1 (Jimenez-
Garate et al. 2005) have been studied using Chandra observa-
tions. For all these sources spectral signatures of an extended
disk atmosphere were found. Noticeably, all the systems above
are at high inclination angles.
Furthermore, the light curve of the low mass X-ray binaries
can reveal events such as dips, bursts and eclipses. Dips and
eclipses are shown in the light curve as an abrupt drop in the
count-rate (see Fig. 1). Eclipses are caused when the compan-
ion star is passing in front of the compact object and hides the
emission of the disk, while the dips can be created due to over-
densities from the impact of the accretion stream and the disk
(Jimenez-Garate et al. 2002). It was found that only a group of
low mass X-ray binaries with high-inclination (i ∼ 70◦ − 90◦)
present dips and eclipses (Frank et al. 1987, Diaz Trigo et al.
2006). Among the 13 listed LMXBs with high-inclination, only
a few of them show eclipses, e.g. EXO 0748-676 (Parmar et al.
1986) and MXB 1659-298 (Sidoli et al. 2001).
EXO 0748-676 is a LMXB discovered in 1985 by the EX-
OSAT satellite. This source was used as a calibration source of
XMM-Newton satellite and it has been observed and studied ex-
tensively by different satellites (Parmar et al. 1991, Hertz et al.
1995, Hertz et al. 1997, Thomas et al. 1997, Church et al.
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1998, Jimenez-Garate et al. 2003, Sidoli et al. 2005, Wolff et
al. 2005, van Peet et al. 2009).
Parmar et al. (1986) discovered periodic intensity dips.
Eclipses of this source display a period of 3.82 hours last-
ing 8.3 minutes. The mass of the companion is reported to be
0.08M < Mc < 0.45M and the inclination of the system is
75◦ < i < 83◦ (Parmar et al. 1986). The radial velocity is 20
km s−1 (Duflot et al. 1995). The distance of the source was de-
rived to be [5.8±0.9 kpc] or [7.7±0.9 kpc] depending on whether
the X-ray bursts of the source are hydrogen dominated or helium
dominated respectively (Wolff et al. 2005). Here, we use the av-
erage value of 6.8 kpc.
In this work, we have analysed the XMM-Newton data of
EXO 0748-676 during the eclipses. This is the first time that the
spectrum from only the extended atmosphere of the disk is be-
ing studied for this source. In that way we can understand the
emission that comes from the upper disk atmosphere and also
its geometry. In previous studies, the density of the plasma has
been derived confronting line ratios of the O vii triplet with the-
oretical calculations (see Porquet et al. 2000). In our study we
constrain the density directly using photoionization modelling
in SPEX as described in Section 3. This paper is organised as
follows. In Section 2 we present the data and the XMM-Newton
data reduction and we explain the methodology used to obtain
the RGS spectrum of the eclipses. In Section 3 we present the
Gaussian line fitting and the photoionization modelling of the
eclipsed spectrum. Finally in Section 4 we discuss the results,
proposing a geometry for the X-ray emitting gas.
2. XMM-Newton data reduction
We use data from EPIC-pn (Struder et al. 2001), EPIC-MOS
(Turner et al. 2001) cameras and RGS spectrometer (den Herder
et al. 2001), taken from the XMM-Newton public archive1. We
reduce the data using the Science Analysis Software, SAS (ver.
16). First, we filter the EPIC event lists for flaring particle back-
ground. We exclude the observations with flaring particle back-
ground exceeding 0.4 counts/s for pn and 0.35 for MOS.
To extract the light-curve we use a circular aperture (R ∼
30
′′
) around the source. For the background we use a same size
circular aperture away from the source but within the same chip.
We selected energies between 5 and 10 keV. This allowed us to
clearly identify the eclipse events. At softer energies the contri-
bution of the dipping events to the light curve become relevant,
possibly confusing the selection. The light-curve of the source
is corrected for various effects on the detection efficiency such
as vignetting, quantum efficiency and bad pixels, using the SAS
task epiclccorr. An example of a corrected light curve is shown
in Fig. 1. In the upper panel we see the light curve of the eclipses
and bursts with a 5 < E (keV) < 10 energy selection. In the lower
panel we present also the dipping events, obtained in the energy
range 0.3-5 keV, and will be discussed in Section 4.1.2. We call
the periods outside these events "persistent emission".
We use in total 11 observations obtained in 3 different years,
presented in Table 1. Depending on the availability of the data
and the quality of the light curve, we use the EPIC-pn or EPIC-
MOS data to obtain the Good Time Intervals (GTI) for the emis-
sion during the eclipses. We use these GTIs to extract the RGS
spectrum at the time of the eclipses. We choose the best observa-
tions according to the quality of the light curves: the count rate
(counts/sec) of the persistent emission in the light curve should
be at least 2 times higher than the eclipses. After that, we process
1 http://nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/
the RGS data using the SAS task rgsproc. We also use a geomet-
rical binning of a factor of 3, which provides a bin size of about
1/3 of the RGS resolution.
The eclipsed RGS spectra from different years do not present
significant variability within the errors. Therefore, we combine
the observations using the SAS task rgscombine to obtain a bet-
ter signal-to-noise ratio. We also use a single EPIC-pn obser-
vation to create the spectrum of the pn persistent emission and
to obtain the continuum parameters. This is useful in order to
obtain the correct Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of the il-
luminating source which will be discussed in Section 3.
3. Modelling the eclipsed spectrum
We fit the combined RGS spectrum using the SPEX fitting pack-
age (Kaastra et al. 1996, ver. 3.04). We perform a time averaged
analysis of the spectrum. In Figure 2 we present the eclipsed
spectrum of the source obtained as described in Section 2. The
observed continuum is extremely low due to the fact that the per-
sistent continuum from the disk and the neutron star is blocked
during the eclipse. From the spectrum we can clearly see inter-
esting features such as the emission lines in O viii (18.97 Å) and
the O vii triplet (21.6-22.1 Å). For a detailed study of the spec-
trum we perform a Gaussian line detection and then we model
the eclipsed spectrum of the source using a global modelling.
3.1. Line detection
First, we apply an RGS line detection in the 7-37 Å wavelength
range following the method described in Pinto et al. (2016). This
will help us to identify fainter lines in our low flux spectrum. We
scan the spectrum using Gaussians (component gaus in SPEX)
in order to identify the lines with the highest significance. We
apply a scanning step of 0.025 Å and fix the width of the Gaus-
sian line at 0.005 Å. In Figure 3 we present the result from the
line scanning, where the ∆Cstat is multiplied by the sign of the
Gaussian normalization. The red line indicates the level of 3 σ
detection. From the scan we can clearly see the lines at 18.97
Å and at (21.6-22.1) Å which correspond to O viii and O vii re-
spectively and present the highest significance. Also, with lower
significance level (but > 3σ) we observe the Ne ix line at 13.4 Å
and N vii at 24.7 Å.
3.2. Gaussian line fitting
We now apply a Gaussian line fitting to parametrise our emission
lines in a model independent way and determine the kinematics
of our spectrum. We begin with the simple approach of a power
law continuum and Gaussian line profiles. In this way we can ob-
tain the strength of the lines and their velocities. We use a power
law continuum model for the continuum and the hot model in
SPEX in order to take into account the Galactic absorption. For
the column density we use the Galactic value 3.5 · 1021 cm−2
(Kalberla et al. 2005). In Table 2 we present the results of the
fitting and in Fig. 2 the best fit.
The width of the lines in some cases could not be resolved.
For this reason we couple the widths of the forbidden and the
recombination lines to the width of the intercombination line for
each of our triplets, O vii and Ne ix. Also we keep the theoreti-
cal values for the wavelength in most of our lines but we apply
a redshift component in SPEX for these lines to take into ac-
count a possible line shift. We apply different redshift for the
O vii and Ne ix triplets. We observe our lines slightly redshifted.
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Table 1. Log of XMM-Newton observations used in this paper.
obs. ID instruments obs. date (year) observing time (sec)
0123500101 mos/rgs 2000 62068
0134561101 mos/rgs 2001 8312
0134562101 mos/rgs 2001 8678
0134562401 mos/rgs 2001 6875
0134562501 mos/rgs 2001 6882
0160760101 pn/rgs 2003 99246
0160760201 pn/rgs 2003 98950
0160760301 pn/rgs 2003 108703
0160760401 pn/rgs 2003 83951
0160760601 pn/rgs 2003 55351
0160760801 pn/rgs 2003 69750
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Fig. 1. Upper panel) Light curve of a single observation showing the eclipses and bursts in the hard band (5-10 keV). Lower panel) Light curve
for the same observation including dips, eclipses and bursts in the soft band (0.3-5 keV). (Obs. ID: 0160760201)
In Table 2 we present the velocity shift (v f low) and broadening
(σ) for each line. The velocity shifts of the lines are comparable.
Especially the low ionization (O vii) and high ionization (O viii)
lines present the same kinematics. Within the errors, a moderate
inflow is detected.
From the flux of the lines in the O vii triplet, we calculate the
G and R ratios. These ratios are plasma diagnostics and can be
used to identify the photoionized plasma (Liedahl 1999, Mewe
et al. 1999). The G ratio is sensitive to the electronic temperature
while the R ratio is sensitive to the electronic density (Gabriel et
al. 1969) and are given by:
G =
f + i
r
(1)
R =
f
i
(2)
where f , i and r represent the flux of the forbidden, inter-
combination and resonance line, respectively. The G ratio is ∼
4 which indicates photoionized gas (Porquet et al. 2000). The
R ratio is ∼ 0.02 indicating a high electron density > 1012 cm−3
(Fig. 8 of Porquet et al. 2000).
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Table 2. Gaussian modelling parameters of the emission lines detected in the RGS spectrum. The symbol (c) indicates the coupled parameters and
(t) the parameters that were set to the theoretical value.
Line norm 1041 (ph/s/keV) λobserved(Å) λtheory(Å) Width (Å) σ(km s−1) v f low (km s−1)
O viii 2.7+1.7−0.4 19.01 ± 0.01 18.97 0.06 ± 0.03 870 ± 480 +584 ± 126
O viir 2.4 ± 0.6 21.6 (t) 21.6 0.13 (c) 1750 (c) +300 (c)
O viii 4.2 ± 0.8 21.8 (t) 21.8 0.1+3.1×10−2−2.5×10−5 1750 ± 400 +300 ± 165
O vii f 4.1+4.1×10
−5
−3.8×10−5 22.01 (t) 22.01 0.13 (c) 1750 (c) +300 (c)
Ne ixr 8.5+4.4×10
−5
−3.7×10−5 13.44 (t) 13.44 0.2 (c) 4400 (c) 0 (c)
Ne ixi 1.1+4.2×10
−4
−3.6×10−4 13.55 (t) 13.55 0.2
+1.6×10−1
−5.3×10−2 4400
+3500
−1200 0 ± 2000
Ne ix f 1.3 ± 0.5 13.69 (t) 13.69 0.2 (c) 4400 (c) 0 (c)
N vii 1.2 ± 0.3 24.84 ± 0.01 24.77 0 - +714 ± 121
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Fig. 2. Eclipsed spectrum of EXO 0748-676 with Gaussian modelling and residuals. The line at 23 Å corresponds to a bad pixel.
3.3. Photoionization modelling
Next, we perform a detailed spectral analysis using a photoion-
ization model. We apply the models for the RGS wavelength
range, 7-35 Å. In order to fit the emission features we use the
pion model in SPEX2 (see Mehdipour et al. 2016). Pion is a
photoionization plasma model where the photoionization equi-
librium is calculated self-consistently.
3.3.1. Spectral Energy Distribution
To obtain the correct Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of
the central source we use the following approach. During the
eclipses the ionizing continuum is shielded and is not visible in
the eclipsed spectrum. Thus, we fit the EPIC-pn spectrum of a
2 http://var.sron.nl/SPEX-doc/manualv3.04.00.pdf
single observation, during the persistent phase, to obtain the pa-
rameters of the ionizing continuum. The best fit of the persis-
tent emission is shown in Fig. 4. We apply a power-law and a
black body. For a better fit of the absorption and emission fea-
tures we also add a hot component for the Galactic absorption.
We also use a xabs component. Xabs is a photoionized absorp-
tion model and calculates the transmission of a slab of material.
It is needed to fit the ionized gas seen in the persistent spectrum
of this source, as described in van Peet et al. (2009). Xabs is
a fast fitting model which contains only absorption lines while
pion contains also lines in emission. Thus, it is useful to fit the
pn spectrum with xabs where we cannot see the emission lines
because of the moderate resolution of the instrument. The pa-
rameters of the fit are listed in Table 3.
The emission lines that are present in the ’eclipsed’ RGS
spectrum are photoionized by the continuum that is seen during
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Fig. 3. Gaussian line scanning to detect the strongest lines. The red
dashed lines correspond to the 3 σ detection level. The very narrow
absorption-like features correspond to bad pixels.
the ’persistent’ phase. Therefore, for our pion modelling we use
the continuum model that we derived from the EPIC-pn spec-
trum taken during the persistent phase. This continuum is of
course different from the low-level observed continuum during
the eclipsed phase. Thus, in our SPEX modelling of the eclipsed
RGS spectrum, we prevent the persistent continuum from be-
ing observed, which is done by incorporating an etau model.
We note that additional etau3 components are used to create the
low-energy and high-energy exponential cut-off of the power-
law component of the persistent continuum. A high-energy cut-
off has applied at 100 keV and a low energy at 13.6 eV.
3.3.2. Fitting the eclipsed emission
We fit the following parameters of the pion model in SPEX. First,
we fit the ionization parameter ξ = L/nH · r2 where L is the
source luminosity and r the distance from the ionizing source.
The hydrogen column density NH in cm−2 and the plasma density
nH in cm−3 are also fitted. Further we fit the parameter Ω/4pi
which gives the opening angle of our plasma material divided by
4pi, the velocity shift v f low and the broadening σ in km s−1.
The O viii line prevents the O vii to be properly fitted when
only one photoionization component is applied. For this reason,
we need two pion components with different ionization parame-
ters to fit the highly ionized and the weakly ionized lines (here-
after, component A and B respectively). A comparison between
the modelling with one and two pion components is presented in
Figure 5, lower panel.
The best fit is shown in Fig. 5 and the best fit parameters for
the two photoionization components in Table 4. The O vii triplet
(component B) is very sensitive to the density of the plasma. In
our model, we applied a density grid starting from a low value
of ∼ 1 cm−3 to see the effect of using lower and higher densities.
In Figure 6 we present the zoom in of the O vii region using
the models with different density. The best fit to the data gives a
rather high density of 2·1013cm−3 for component B (upper limit).
Also in our case, the O vii intercombination line seems to be the
strongest and the forbidden line seems to be suppressed which
is what we expect for a high density gas (Porquet et al. 2000).
3 http://var.sron.nl/SPEX-doc/manualv3.04.00.pdf
On the other hand, for component A we cannot constrain a value
of density due to poor signal-to-noise around Ne ix region. The
O viii and Ne ix lines are not affected from the density changes.
For this reason the densities of components A and B are coupled.
We observe a net gas velocity of ∼ +800 km s−1 (from com-
ponent B) which indicates an inflowing gas towards the disk. For
component A the velocity cannot be constrained. We derive a
different ionization parameter and opening angle (Ω) for the two
components. In our spectrum, we also detect the O vii and O viii
radiative recombination emission feature (RRC) at 16.75 Å and
14.20 Å respectively. These narrow features are an indication of
photoionized gas (van Paradijs & Bleeker 1998, Jimenez-Garate
et al. 2003).
Furthermore, knowing the ionization parameter and the den-
sity, we calculate the emission measure (EM) for the two pho-
toionization components (see Tables 4, 5). Knowing the distance
from the ionization source from the equation:
r =
√
L
nH · ξ (3)
we then calculate the emission measure using the formula
(see e.g. Mao et al. 2017):
EM = ne · nH · 4 · pi ·Ω · r2 · NHnH (4)
where nH , NH and ne are the density, the column density and
the electron density, respectively and Ω is the opening angle.
3.3.3. Testing for alternative models
Here, we test whether collisional-ionization equilibrium pro-
vides a better description of the data. Therefore, we fitted our
eclipsed spectrum with the cie model in SPEX which fits the
spectrum of a plasma in a collisionally equilibrium state. We use
the same continuum (as described in Section 3.3.1) and fit two
cie components. We also add a reds component in SPEX to take
into account the possible redshift of the lines. We found a differ-
ent plasma temperature for each cie component, 5 keV and 0.15
keV respectively. In this model, we notice that the forbidden line
is strong and the intercombination is suppressed which does not
represent our case. We conclude that a low-density collisionally
ionized gas is not valid in this case. We test also a high-density
collisionally-ionized gas, which also does not fit better in our
spectrum (C-stat / Exp. C-stat= 1842 / 1067).
Furthermore, in the cie model, one can test the case of non
equilibrium plasma. We let free the parameter rt (the ratio of ion-
ization balance to electron temperature). The electron density for
both components is ∼ 3 · 1013cm−3. In this case, the intercom-
bination line becomes stronger than the resonance and the for-
bidden is suppressed but we still do not obtain a better fit than
the photoionized case, as we see in Fig. 7 (C-stat / Exp. C-stat=
1738 / 1067). Lastly, we tested the possibility of a more compli-
cated model which is the combination of a collisionally ionized
component and a photoionization component in order to reduce
our residuals. It still does not improve our fit so we conclude that
the best fit model that represents our case is the photoionization
modelling.
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Table 3. The continuum parameters of the spectrum during the persistent emission and the power law parameters resulting from the eclipsed
spectrum. The symbol ’pow’ refers to the power law parameters and ’bb’ to the black body.
Continuum Parameter (Unit) Value
Component
powpersistent norm 1044 (ph/s/keV at 1 keV) 1.6 ± 0.02
Γ (photon index) 1.4 ± 0.01
bbpersistent norm (cm2) 1.13+8.0×10
−8
−5.5×10−8
Temperature (keV) 0.12+1.8×10
−3
−1.7×10−2
poweclipsed norm 1044 (ph/s/keV at 1 keV) 0.032 ± 0.003
Γ 1.9 ± 0.2
Table 4. Best-fit parameters of the pion photoionization model components fitted to the stacked XMM-Newton data. The symbol (c) indicates the
coupled parameters.
Comp log ξ NH σ Ω / 4pi nH v f low
(erg · s−1 · cm) (cm−2 · 1021) (km s−1) - (cm−3 · 1013) (km s−1)
A 2.5 ± 0.1 0.75+0.53−0.25 591 ± 350 < 0.5+0.0−0.3 2 (c) 0 (fixed)
B 1.3 ± 0.1 18+7−6 504+190−120 0.007 ± 0.002 < 2+0.0−0.6 880+28−91
C-stat / Exp. C-stat = 1637 / 1067 a
a For the Exp. C-stat see Kaastra (2017)
Table 5. Calculated parameters according to the best-fit parameters of the pion photoionization model components fitted to the stacked XMM-
Newton data.
Comp L EM r ne Thickness
(erg · s−1) (cm−3) (cm) (109cm−3) (cm)
A 1.83 × 1032 3 × 1051 1.67 × 108 2.4 3.5 × 107
B 7.68 × 1030 9 × 1046 2.4 × 1010 2.4 8.2 × 108
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Fig. 4. Best fit of the EPIC-pn persistent spectrum and residuals (Obs
ID: 0160761301).
3.4. Are the two photoionization components thermally
stable?
A photoionized plasma can be unstable at some ionization states.
We test whether our photoionization components are in pres-
sure equilibrium. This can be tested by creating a stability curve
(called also S-curve or cooling curve). The stability curve shows
the change in the electron temperature as a function of the
pressure-form of the ionization parameter Ξ, introduced by Kro-
lik et al. (1981), which is defined as the radiation pressure di-
vided by the gas pressure.
We produce the S-curves as follows. We first create a grid
of electron temperatures and ionization parameter ξ according to
our photoionization modelling and the SED in SPEX. Further we
calculate the pressure, Ξ. The parameter Ξ gives the ionization
equilibrium and can be expressed as Ξ = F/nH · c · kT where nH
is the hydrogen density in cm−3, k is the Boltzmann constant and
T the gas temperature. Since F = L/4 · pi · r2 and ξ = L/nH · r2,
Ξ can be written as:
Ξ =
L
4pir2 · nH · c · kT =
ξ
4pi · c · kT = 19222 ·
ξ
T
(5)
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Residuals. Lower panel) Pion emission components. The combination of 2 components can fit best both O vii and O viii.
In Figure 8 we present the stability curve. We also overplot
with empty and filled circle the location of our photoionization
components A and B, respectively. The two components are not
in pressure equilibrium. Component B is cooler and it belongs
to a thermally stable part of the curve. Component A is hotter
and it may reside on a thermally unstable branch, although from
the position of the component on the curve this is difficult to
constrain.
4. Discussion
In this work, we performed a spectroscopic study of the eclipsed
spectrum of the low mass X-ray binary EXO 0748-676. We fit
the spectrum using both Gaussian line modelling and photoion-
ization modelling. By modelling the eclipsed spectrum we iso-
late only the material that come from the area that surrounds the
disk, from which we confirm the existence of an upper extended
disk atmosphere.
4.1. Geometry of the system
4.1.1. The observed two-phase gas
In our analysis we performed photoionization modelling using
two components in order to fit both the lower (O vii) and higher
ionization (O viii) lines (see Figure 5). The Gaussian line fitting
and G ratio indicate the existence of photoionized emission from
the upper disc atmosphere. Also, with our global modelling, we
found narrow RRC features in the spectrum. The RRC emission
features in the spectrum show that photoionization is the dom-
inant ionizing mechanism in the plasma. Thus, we support our
initial assumption for using photoionization modelling.
From the stability curve (see Section 3.4) we see that we
have a two-phase gas out of pressure equilibrium. This may sug-
gest that components A and B (see Table 4) are independent gas
components. Looking at the fitting parameters in Table 4, the two
components have different ionization (ξ) and opening angle (Ω).
The higher ionization component (A) comes from a region with
opening angle of 2 · pi while the lower ionization one (B) comes
from a region two orders of magnitudes smaller. We also find
a rather high density for component B (∼ 1013cm−3) while for
component A the density could not be determined due to poor
signal-to-noise around the Ne ix region. Component B seems to
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Fig. 6. O vii spectral range and model calculation with different den-
sities. The best fit is given from the higher density value, displayed in
red.
be also inflowing. For component A the velocity cannot be con-
strained.
4.1.2. The structure of the atmosphere
In Fig. 9 we present an illustration that shows the position of
the two-phase gas and the shape of the upper atmosphere which
most likely fit to our case. From our observational results we see
a two-phase gas covering a different area along the line of sight.
The emission measure for the lower ionization component (B) is
smaller than that of the higher one (A) (see Table 5). From the
definition of the emission measure (EM =
∫
nenHdV), we can
conclude that the gas of component B is coming from a small
volume which is consistent with the small value of Ω, while com-
ponent A is covering a broader area.
A likely scenario that explains the above results is the follow-
ing. The high ξ and larger Ω material comes from the extended
atmosphere that is located above the accretion disk. This atmo-
sphere can be created by illumination that comes from the disk
which is heated by the central X-ray source (see Jimenez-Garate
et al. 2003).
The material that we see during the eclipse, and refer to com-
ponent B, can be related to the material impinging into the disk.
Interestingly, the eclipses are systematically coming during the
dipping event, almost at the end of it (see Fig 1, lower panel).
This applies to all our observations. Most dips are observed to
be over-densities above the disk region (at the outer disk edge)
which has been thickened as an effect of the impact with the ac-
cretion stream (White & Swank 1982, Frank et al. 1987). Diaz
Trigo et al. 2009 found that in low mass X-ray binary system XB
1254-690 , the gas in the line of sight causing the dips is clumpy.
Clumps have also been suggested to explain the phenomenology
seen in Her X-1 (Schandl 1996) or to explain the high optical lu-
minosity of supersoft X-ray sources (Suleimanov et al. 2003). In
our case, the lower ξ gas with the small volume may come from
clumpy region above the disk. This emission could come from
a clumpy gas which may have been created due to pressure in-
stabilities during the impact of the accretion stream and the disk.
The clumps seem to have a rather high density (∼ 1013cm−3)
and also they might have an inflowing velocity. This geometrical
picture can explain also our findings for a two-phase gas.
The atmosphere (component A in Fig. 9) is most likely ex-
tended in the outer region of the disk. We can explain the ex-
istence of an extended corona in the frame of X-ray irradiation
of the upper layers of an accretion disk (see e.g. Jimenez-Garate
et al. 2002). In this context, in the inner region of the accretion
disk, close to the neutron star, the viscous heating is the domi-
nant heating mechanism. The outer region of the accretion disk
is dominated by external illumination and thus radiative heating
exceeds viscous heating. The X-ray field of the neutron star pho-
toionizes and heats the gas. Additional heating also is provided
by the illumination from the accretion stream. The gas tends to
move towards a situation of hydrostatic equilibrium, convection
is suppressed and the disk is increasing the scale height. For
this reason the geometry of the extended atmosphere is more
extended in the outer part of the disk.
4.2. Comparison with previous results
We compare the spectroscopic results of EXO 0748-676 with re-
sults from other sources that present an extended accretion disk
corona. Kallman et al. (2003) analysed Chandra observations
from the high-inclination ADC source 2S 0921-63. From the
density diagnostics in O vii line, they constrain a density for the
ADC of 109 − 1011cm−3 and the ionization parameter, log ξ = 2.
Further, Cottam et al. (2001) found from the Chandra spec-
trum of the ADC source 4U 1822-37 an opening angle of Ω2pi =
0.11 which, according to the authors, constrains an extended
area around the source. Also they derive an electron density of
1011 cm−3. Further, Jimenez-Garate et al. (2005), for the ADC
source Hercules X-1, obtained using the R-ratio a high density
of 1013cm−3, similar to the value obtained here. According to
the authors, this density is consistent also with predicted atmo-
spheric models. Also, in both sources, the presence of the RRC
emission features is evident.
Cottam et al. (2001) studied the XMM-Newton spectrum
during the persistent emission intervals of EXO 0748-67 and
found emission lines from O vii, O viii, Ne ix and N vii. They
conclude that these features are coming from the extended at-
mosphere above the disk. They estimate the density using the
line ratios and they found a lower limit for O vii and Ne ix of
2·1012cm−3 and 7·1012cm−3. They also found the velocity broad-
ening of the Lyα of O viii ∼ 1400 km s−1 and a systemic velocity
of the emitting plasma < 300 km s−1.
Jimenez-Garate et al. (2003) analysed the persistent
Chandra spectrum of EXO 0748-676 and confirmed the exis-
tence of an upper atmosphere around the disk. They find the
upper atmosphere to extend 8◦ − 15◦ with respect to the disk
midplane. Further the density measured from the O vii lines is
∼ 1011 cm−3 and a mean broadening of the brightest lines of
∼ 700 km s−1. Their lines seem to be at rest, while our mod-
elling shows a slight redshift. It has to be noted that in this case
the authors studied the total emission of the disk in the persis-
tent interval while in our case we get the emission only from
the upper disk atmosphere and to a specific time interval of the
accretion event.
5. Summary
In this study we have analysed the XMM-Newton RGS spectrum
of the low mass X-ray binary EXO 0748-676 during the eclipses.
This allowed us to study for the first time the gas coming only
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Fig. 8. Thermal stability curve of the photoionization modelling. The two components are not in pressure equilibrium.
from the upper disk atmosphere. In our work, we modelled the
emission lines using Gaussian line fitting to estimate the gas
velocity and line shift in a model independent way. Furthermore,
we used photoionization modelling and constrained the density
and the structure of the atmosphere. Our conclusions are the
following:
– We confirm the existence of an extended atmosphere above
the accretion disk of EXO 0748-676. We detect O vii and
O viii lines with high significance but also Ne ix and N vii
lines. We measure positive velocity shifts for the strongest
lines which gives an evidence for inflowing gas towards the
central source.
– From the line ratios of the O vii triplet and the photoioniza-
tion modelling, we estimate the density of the gas and we
obtain a rather high value of ∼ 1013cm−3.
– In our modelling we use two photoionization components.
Our thermal stability analysis shows that the two compo-
nents are out of equilibrium with each other. This means that
we probably observe two distinct gas components. One dis-
plays smaller opening angle and is coming most likely from
clumps created from the impact of the accretion stream with
the disk, inflowing towards the source. The other belongs to
the atmosphere and from our modelling we find that is cov-
ering an area of at most 2pi.
– The results support the scenario that the extended disk atmo-
sphere is created due to heating of the outer part of the disk
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Fig. 9. Illustration of EXO 0748-676 with the clumps in the extended atmosphere. Symbols A and B show the emission regions of our two
photoionization components. A is the hotter component while B is the cooler one. The components in the figure are not to scale.
from the central compact source and the accretion stream and
it is most likely photoionized.
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